
Vending Machines

Coffeemar G250

	The Coffeemar bean-to-cup brewer is the first and the only
one in the market to incorporate a pressured valve, ensuring
the whole coffee brewing cycle is done with the perfect water
pressure, even at the start, getting out from the first to the last
water drop all the essence and flavor of the coffee.
	As well as this advance, Jofemar has introduced other
innovations such an automatic regulation on the coffee
grinding; by constantly measuring the pressure, the machine
mechanically adjusts the grinder overture for a perfect
thickness into the coffee brewer.
	With the model G250 Jofemar covers its expectancy on
always offering the best coffee quality even for small locations,
a machine which its dimensions and outer design makes it
perfect for any surrounding.

Technical characteristics

	- Up to 250 services.
	- 15 selection buttons and 5 levels of sugar for each of them.
	- 5 canisters for instant products and a canister for coffee beans.
	Capacity:
	- Coffee beans:  2.300 gr
	- Powdered Milk:  1.700 gr
	- Chocolate:   1.350  gr
	- Sugar    2.100 gr
	- Instant coffee:     700 gr
	- Tea and herbal Drinks: 1.000 gr
	- Pressurised boiler:  370 ml.
	- Lightened Panel of: 255 x 245 mm
	- Graphic display for pictures and text of 92 x 53 mm.
	- Two different cup-dispensing models depending on cup diameter: 65 to 67mm. and 67 to 69mm.
	- Stir-stick dispenser can be adjusted for lengths between 75mm. and 115mm.
	- Self-cleaning mixing circuit, product delivery and grinding assembly: Manual or automatic (programmable).
	- Steam-proof sugar addition straight into the cup.
	- Constant boiler water temperature control.
	- Pressure valve for a constant pressure on the entire brewing cycle.
	- Self adjusting grinding group for a prefect thickness of the coffee.
	- Rede hídrica: ¼" : Minimun-Maximun: 05-10 bar.
	- Power Supply: 190/240V, 50Hz (Optional 110V).
	- Max. Power: 1.100 watts.
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Dimensions and weight

	- Dimmensions: 1500 x 500 x 561 mm
	- Weight: 100 Kg
	 

Structure

	- Steel with rust-proof treatment and vandal-proof lock with crowbar-resistant door integrated into the cabinet.
	- Security lock with 3 locking points
	- Cash box of high capacity and with the optional accessories of self-locking when removed from the base.
	- Back access to all electronic components.
	 

Cash-credit management

	- Vending protocols MDB or Executive.
	- Change giver with 5 tubes for more flexible change combination. 
	- Advanced coin validator with the most reliable systems to detect frauds and fake coins.
	 

Programming and management

	- On site programming facilities with in built modules.
	- Cloning machine options with handheld device.
	- Remote programming, data extraction, out of product alarm on real time, and more options using Jofemar telemetry software
"Vending Track"
	- Data retrieval for audits and statistics.
	- RS232 data output
	- Doses adjusting possibity on the same machine.
	- Graphic software for PC computer allows to read, create and modify easily doses.
	- Quantification possibility to set doses on actual grams.
	 

Options

	- Bill Validator BT10
	- Cashless payment system J130
	- Modem interface for telemetry management.
	- Online working mode with full control of sales and users.
	- Water self-feeding kit (One or two 25-litre tanks).
	- Water filters: water softener or flavour filter.
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